Let G be a finite abelian group and let f:G->G be any function. Let r x : G->G be the function r x (y) -x + y, xeG. A study is made of conditions on / such that the semi-group of functions generated by / and all r x under composition contains the zero function. If G is cyclic, it is necessary and sufficient that / not be one-to-one. In general some necessary conditions are given and a partial converse is given for these conditions, which involve the behaviour of / on subgroups and cosets of G. 1* Introduction* Let G be any finite set and let J/~~ be a collection of functions from G into G. Let *s>f be the semigroup of functions A: G ->G which is generated by j^~; that is, Aejsfi&A can be expressed as a composition A = h λ h 2 h k where each hi e J^7 The question we examine is the following: does *$>/ contain any constant functions? Let V = F(.^~) = min{| A(G)\: A e s/} where | | denotes cardinality. Obviously, S/ contains a constant function if and only if V = 1. A more general problem is to evaluate V.
We mainly consider a very special case of the situation described above. Except in §2, we assume throughout that G is a finite abelian group (with additive notation and identity 0) and that J7 r consists of all the functions r x :G-*G given by r x (y) -x + y (translation by x) and one other function f:G->G. We do not assume / is a homomorphism. In this situation, we write V(f) for F(J^). If ,..sy contains any constant function, it clearly contains them all. We say / is zero-inducing if jy contains the zero function.
In §2, we give two simple lemmas for the general (non-group) case. In §3, we apply these to the group case. An obvious necessary condition for / to be zero-inducing is that / not be one-to-one. Corollary 1 states that this is sufficient if \G\ is prime. If |G| is not prime, it is not sufficient, as is easily seen from some of the examples in §3. That section also contains a lower bound for V which involves the behaviour of / on subgroups of G and their cosets. In §4, the adequacy of this lower bound is discussed.
The problem of whether / is zero-inducing arose as a result of an attempt to solve the "road-coloring conjecture" of Adler, Goodwyn, and Weiss [1] . This graph-theoretic conjecture, which reduces in some case to the present problem (see [2] ), arose in turn from their study of ergodic theory. Our zero-inducing question is also related 382 G. L. O'BRIEN to some questions in computer science which deal with resetting the state of a computer to zero before beginning a new program. The problem has independent interest, whatever the original motivation. The road-colouring conjecture only involves the case when G is cyclic, but the results we present here apply equally well to other finite abelian groups. Some of the theorems are a little more complicated in the general case.
It is clear that V(f) = V(r x f) for any xeG. Taking x = -/(0), we observe in particular that r β /(0) = /(0) -/(0) = 0. We may therefore assume without loss of generality that /(0) -0. Similarly we note that the set
is non-empty. We use the following notation. If X, Y C G, then
If g e G, we write g + Y f or {g} + Y. We let Iφ7 denote X + Y only if the sums x + y for x e X and I/G7 are distinct. If H and K are groups, we let Hζ&K be the group {(ft, k):heH f ke K} with componentwise addition. Finally, Z n denotes the cyclic group {0, 1,
, n -1} with addition performed modulo n.
2. The general case. In this section, we obtain two simple equivalent formulations of V{^) under the general conditions described in the first paragraph of Section 1. For k ^ 1, a k-collection is a non-empty set & of subsets of G such that each 7e^ has exactly k elements and such that for any {y ί9 , y k } e <& and any fte_^ the set {ftd/J, , h(y k )} e^.
In particular, for Ye^, the restriction of h to Y is one-to-one. The set of singleton sets of elements of G is evidently a 1-collection. It is all too clear that Lemma 1 is not much direct help in finding V. The next lemma shows that the F-collection 'produced in the above proof has associated with it some further structure which is useful for finding V, especially, as we will see in §3, in the case of groups.
A 
3* The case when G is a group* We assume henceforth that G is a finite abelian group and that ^ contains r x for all x e G and exactly one other function /. It is equivalent, of course, for ά^ to contain / and r x for all x in a set which generates G. We begin by establishing a stock of examples. These examples kindled most of the results of this paper. for some n Ξ> 1 and # 0 , ^i, , x n e G. Let ^x = x 0 and for i = 2, 3, -", n, let ^ = a? ί _ 1 + /(^-i).
Let ^ = r_ f{Vi) fr v%1 i = 1, 2, , %. Then ^^(0) = 0 for each ΐ and
The last step follows from the fact that both sides map 0 into 0. We will show by induction that This is true for i = -1 (where the compostion of no functions is taken to be the identity function). Assume (3) holds for ί -1 and let x 6 (g n g n^ g n^) "\0).
1^) Q X t . Therefore x e X i+1 , so (3) holds for all i. Taking i = n -1, (3) gives G = A~\0) Q X n , which proves Theorem 1.
The sequence {X k } of sets in the above theorem is eventually constant. Moreover, if X k -X k -ι, then all subsequent terms are identical, so it is clear when a maximal term has been reached. The main shortcoming of Theorem 1 is that it does not avoid an iterative procedure. In an attempt to avoid an iterative method, we apply the notions of §2 to the case of groups. We first demonstrate that the number of partitions which are eligible to be fe-partitions is limited.^) To find V, one need only examine partitions & -{P ly -,P k } such that each P i has IGlfc" 1 elements and such that there exists a set Y for which G -7®^ for each i. An obvious candidate for a A -partition is the collection of cosets of a subgroup of G. This leads us to the next theorem, which gives a lower bound for V, and thereby gives a necessary condition for V = 1. We need the following definitions.
A Then
Proo/. Let ^Λ = Π?=i «y an( i ^ = Πi^ «i for i fc = 1, , r and let β 0 = τ r+1 = 1. We show F Ξ> /3 r by constructing a /5 r -collection and by applying Lemma 1. For j = 1, 2, , r, let iϊ^, i = 1, 2, , m if and ^,£ = 1,2, ---,a s be the subgroups and elements of K,-with the properties indicated in the definition of non-combinative. As noted above, we may assume x άι -0 for j = 1, 2, , r. Let <& be the collection of all subsets of G with β r elements such that for 7e( i) for j = 1, 2, , r, exactly γ i+1 of the cosets of K ό each contain exactly /S^ elements of Y.
(ii) for j = 1, 2, , r and i = 1, 2, , m i9 exactly 7 3 -of the cosets of Hji each contain exactly β ό _ λ elements of Y.
Note that ^ is nonempty since the set {x lh + + 
for ^/, is e Y and any j. It follows from (5) with j = 1 that / is one-to-one on F and then from (5) and (6) 
that f(Y)e^.
We have proved ^ is a ^-collection. By Lemma 1, V ^ /9 r , which proves Theorem 2.
REMARKS. It is easy to construct a /3 r -partition (^ r <^) under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, by taking ^ to be as in the proof and ^ to be constructed from unions of cosets of the subgroups.
Let 3 -δ(f) denote the maximum value that can be attained by a product of the type given in (4). Since the pair (G, G) is always noncombinative of order 1, we set δ = 1 if there are no noncombinative pairs (L, K) of subgroups with L aK. Finding δ(f) for a given / is generally not too difficult since attention may be restricted to /-regular subgroups. 4* How good is the bound V ^ δ? To answer this, we first look at the examples discussed earlier.
In Example 1, it is obvious that δ -V = 1. In Example 2, the value δ = 2 = V is obtained by taking r = 1, K ± = G, and L x = {(0, 0), (0, 1)}. In Example 3, the value δ = 2 = V can be obtained in two ways. Either take r = 1, K, = G and L γ = {(0, 0), (0, 1)} or take r = 1, K x -{(0, 0), (1, 1)} and L x = {(0, 0)}. In Example 4, the value δ = 4 is achieved by taking r = 2, L λ = {0}, K, = {0, 4}, L 2 = {0, 2, 4, 6} and K 2 -G. The value S = 4 cannot be attained if only one noncombinative pair is used. In Example 5, δ -1 Φ V. In Example 6, δ = 3 = V is attained by taking r = 1, i^ = {x, #, a;) 6 G: « = 0} and L x = {(0, 0, 0)}. The pair {L u K t ) is noncombinative with H n = {0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0) , (2, 0, 
V(f)£\f(G)\.
Note that in Examples 3, 4 and 5, V attains this upper bound. We were unable to construct any example for which
(Furthermore, in every example we have studied for which V<\f(G)\, the value of δ is attainable by using one noncombinative pair of order 3 in Theorem 2.) On the other hand, we have not been able to prove that no such examples exist. The difficulty in proving such a result is underlined by the length of the proof of the following very special result. Proof. Obviously, each element of (9) is in a + K. Suppose a + u 3 -u k and a + u β -u t are both in A~\x t ). Then 
Proof. Let a -b + (u h -u h ) e A~\x h ).
Since a = a + (u h -u h ) ê "X^i!)* it follows from Lemma 5 that a + (u jl -u J2 ) ίA~~1(x ί ) 1 and
By Lemma 5, we must have a = α + (% 3 -% 3 ) 6 A" 1^) , which is a contradiction. Therefore ΐ 0 , ij, and ΐ 2 are distinct. Proof. Since any £ e if can be written in the form (13) for some non-negative e/s it is enough to prove the sufficiency.
We do this by induction on m = Σ5=i where k is given by (14) . Suppose initially that c jo > 0. Then
where % is such that j 0 e I iQ . REMARKS. It is an easy consequence of Theorem 3 that V = d if |G| = 4, 6 or 9. We were unable to extend Theorem 3 to any cases with V > 3. Note that Lemmas 4 and 5 hold for any V, as does (8). It is not true in general that H = A~\0) n K is a group for any A e j^J. In Example 5, H = {0, 2, 4} if A =/. It may be that Theorem 3 is valid whenever F is prime. It this is the case, we could conclude that V = d whenever | G | is the product of two primes (not necessarily distinct).
